Capitol Technology University continues to define what it means to be a leader in high-demand technology fields, enabling students to learn, build, and succeed in a practical, hands-on environment. With a commitment to positioning students for jobs immediately upon graduation, Capitol has proven outcomes that attract a high caliber of students, faculty, and community partners.

The university’s 52-acre campus, located in Laurel, Maryland, is centered in one of America’s most vibrant technology corridors, between Baltimore, MD and Washington, DC.

Cybersecurity programs at Capitol blend scientific theory and application, further strengthened by the university’s state-of-the-art labs, including the Center for Cybersecurity Research and Analysis. The Center serves as a learning hub, where individuals – both students and professionals – can engage in exchange.

From the student-made video game console, to an array of labs in additional key technology areas, a culture of innovation is ingrained into the Capitol experience. Both online and in-class program options are available to enable undergraduate and graduate students to earn a degree on their terms.

As one of the first schools to be designated a National Center of Academic Excellence in Cyber Defense, Capitol stands ready to advance the field and do its part to combat one of the nation’s greatest challenges one student at a time.
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